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Robert S.c. Cowan, P.L. Blamey, K.L. Galvin, J.Z. Sarant, R. Millard, & G.M. 
Oark: DEVElOPMTh"T OF AN ADVANCED ElECTROTACTIlE SPEECH PROCESSOR 

Initial studies with a multiple channel electrotactile speech processor ('Tickle 
Talker') showed that profoundly hearing-impaired adults and children could 
achieve significant improvements on speech perception tests through use of tac
tual-encoded estimates of fundamental frequency, second formant frequency 
and amplitude envelope. Results showed that the device provided tactual cues 
which could be used to discriminate speech features such as vowel length and 
place, and consonant manner ahd VOIcing. However, discrimination of initial 
consonant voicing was not as consistent as for other features. Accurate discrimi
nation of consonant voicing and ~anner (particularly high frequency informa
tion) is critical, since this Information is generally Inauaible through hearing 
aids, and difficult to lipread. 

Psychophysical studies showed that subjects could identify pairs of electrodes 
as distinct from si~al electrodes, without affecting absolute electrode identifi
cation scores. Based on this testing, an alternative multiple electrode stimulus 
pattern using the eight electrodes was employed. Two new speech processing 
strategies were developed which employed an added stimufus dimension of 
paired versus single electrodes. This dimension was employed to encode either 
the first formant frequency and amplitude (an FOFIF2 strategy), or the pres
ence/absence of consonant voicing (a UVFOF2 strategy). ResuHs of speech fea
ture discrimination testing showed that both the FOFIF2 and UVFOF2 strategies 
were providing additional speech information beyond that provided by the FOF2 
strategy. Comparative studies with two profoundly hearing-impaired adults 
confirmed that the UVFOF2 strategy provided added information, resulting in a 
significant increase in scores on vowel and consonant identification. However, 
benefit on word and sentence identification was more limited. Six children, as
sessed following six months of training with the UVFOF2 encoding strate~y, 
showed significant improvements on open-set word and sentence perception 
tests in the tactually-aiaed condition as compared with tactually-unaiaed. These 
results suggest that the device can effectively provide voicing information, 
which is crItical to speech perception for the profoundly hearing-impaired. 

The studies of developments in speech processing strategy highlight the 
flexibility of the speech processor, and speech feature encoding approach to 
providing acoustic cues through the tactuaf modality. Through minor alterations 
m software, additional speed'i features such as FI and voicmg information can 
be added to the tactual SIgnal, and the boundaries between different vowels and 
consonants on electrodes can be altered to ensure clear and accurate perception. 
This suggests that the device will be of benefit to a wide range of the nearing-im
paired population, with the encoder being specifically taifored to provide the 
speech Information reguired by individuaf users with varying lipreading abili
ties and levels of aided residual hearing. 
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